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For the sedan variant of the car, see Volvo S Volvo Cars introduced the Volvo V50 at the
Bologna Motor Show as the station wagon version of the Volvo S40 small family car â€”
manufacturing both models at their facility in Ghent , Belgium. Diesel options were available in
Europe, including a 2. For the model year of , the V50 received revised front styling, minor
modifications to the interior, optional active xenon headlights, audio systems, increased power
and torque of the T5 engine, availability of the D5 , with a six speed manual and a 1. As of the
model year of , the D5 inline five diesel engine was no longer available; only the 1. In , the new,
larger, circular Volvo logo appeared on the front grille, in the United States, a manual
transmission was briefly available with the T5 AWD version. In North America the naturally
aspirated five cylinder engine, all wheel drive, and manual transmission were all dropped for the
model year of , leaving only the automatic, front wheel drive T5 in base and R-Design trims. The
model year of was the last for the V50 in the United States and Canada. Total produced: , from
to as of 31 December [14]. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Volvo In
Belgium". Retrieved Volvo In South Africa". Volvo Car Corporation. Archived from the original
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Executive car. Crossover utility vehicle. V90 Cross Country. The Volvo C70 is a two-door,
four-passenger sport compact manufactured and marketed by Volvo Cars from to across two
generations. Volvo unveiled the first generation C70 at the Paris Motor Show , [13] followed by
introducing it on the European market as a model, and a year later as a model in North America.
Peter Horbury [14] [15] designed the exterior and Mexican designer Jose Diaz de la Vega [16] led
the interior design team. The C70 broke Volvo's decades-long styling tradition of boxy,
rectilinear designs and was Volvo's first luxury coupe since the According to Peter Horbury,
Volvo's design chief from to , with the C70, Volvo threw away the box, but "kept the toy inside!
Manufacture of the C70 was a joint venture [17] until the two companies experienced disputes
that threatened to interrupt production; TWR did not contribute to the second generation C
Volvo's first modern convertible, the C70 was manufactured in Uddevalla , Sweden on a
separate assembly line from the series sedan and station wagon. The four-seater convertible
featured an electrically heated glass rear window, automatic pop-up rollover hoops system
ROPS, [19] seat belt pre-tensioners , boron steel reinforced A-pillars, front and side airbags, and
a safety cage â€” a horseshoe-like structure around the passenger compartment. The cloth
convertible top, initially available in four colors, [20] was fully automatic, operated by a single,
dashboard-mounted button. The C70 convertible exhibited two negative traits endemic to
convertibles: poor rear visibility [20] and pronounced scuttle shake , [21] a characteristic
whereby the structural design of the bulkhead between engine and passenger compartment of a
convertible suffers sufficiently poor rigidity to negatively impact ride and handling, allowing
noticeable vibration, shudder or chassis-flexing into the passenger compartment. Early special
editions featured two-tone leather interior with wood trim and a SC Dolby Pro Logic I stereo with
3-disc integrated changer unit via a cartridge watts of power and 11 high end Dynaudio
speakers. The C70, was introduced to the press in a signature color saffron pearl metallic and
for the debut marketing, the film The Saint featured a C70 â€” recalling the notable connection
of the Volvo P and the television series from the early s, The Saint with Roger Moore as Simon
Templar. The total number of cars produced with the signature saffron pearl metallic paint was
reportedly [22] There was no model C70 in North America, the left over models were sold into
there. Volvo cosmetically updated the convertible with new clear headlights and rear light
clusters for model year It included special deco stitching in the seats, armrests, sun visors and
door panels, together with aluminium inserts in the centre stack and other interior fittings. It
was also available in Black Sapphire, Titanium Grey Pearl or Silver metallic exterior combined
with Off Black exclusive soft leather with contrast deco stitching. In this form it had
Carbon-fibre inserts in the centre stack and other interior fittings. Both packages included an
exclusive polished inch wheel design, and luxury floor mats. The exclusive leather also
extended to the door panels. The second generation C70 model debuted at the Frankfurt Motor
Show , [37] sharing the Volvo S40 platform , [38] designed by John Kinsey [31] and built by
Pininfarina Sverige AB â€” a joint venture between Pininfarina and Volvo [39] and the first time
Pininfarina has manufactured outside Italy. The retractable hardtop went on sale in the U. The

three-section hardtop assembly, manufactured by Webasto , [40] raises or lowers in under 30
seconds and includes a global window switch that allows simultaneous raising or lowering of
all windows, [41] and a button to power-activate the raising of the folded top stack within the
trunk â€” specifically to increase access to cargo storage when the top is lowered. Operation of
the retractable hard top is possible only when the car is stationary [42] and requires no extra
space behind the car while the roof is being raised or lowered but requires a height clearance of
six feet seven inches 2, The trunk lid, which opens both in a rear-hinged mode to stow the
folding roof as well as standard a front-hinged mode for luggage loading, is aluminum â€” while
the three roof sections are steel. Trunk space is 13 cubic feet with the top raised A hatch in the
backrest of the rear seat enables transport of long objects inside the car, e. Overall body rigidity
is improved by approximately 15 percent when the roof is raised. Safety systems include a
door-mounted side impact protection inflatable which inflates upward when activated. This
allows them to remain upright and offer effective head protection even with the window open.
The curtain also deflates slowly to provide protection should the car roll over. This is a unique
solution in the automotive world. The C70 retractable hardtop also features a roll over
protection structure ROPS with two pyrotechnically charged roll hoops hidden behind the rear
seats that deploy under roll-over conditions whether the roof is retracted or not. There, a
woman was able to walk away from an accident after she slid off an ice-covered mountain road
and rolled her C70 which then slid more than 30 feet 9. As of , production was increased from
16, annual units to 20, Revisions included a redesigned front end and new rear LED lamps. The
engine and transmission remain the same as before, and the interior is largely unchanged. It
went on sale in early US model went on sale in as model year vehicle. Early model includes C70
T5. The C70 Inscription is a limited 2, units a year version of the C70 with choice of three
colours Black Stone Solid , Black Sapphire Metallic and Ice White Solid , inch Midir wheels in
black with polished spokes and outer perimeter, high-gloss paint on the grille and the LED
Daytime Running Lights surrounded by contrasting chrome, an exclusive leather-covered
dashboard with contrasting stitching, Sovereign Hide upholstery in Off Black or Calcite with the
same contrasting stitching as on dashboard, handbrake lever and carpets; "Inscription"
embroidered on the front headrests, special Inscription carpets and handbrake lever, steering
wheel and gear shift knob with aluminium inlays, sports pedals with aluminium inlay, aluminium
inlay in centre stack optional Black or Nordic Light Oak. The vehicle was unveiled at the Los
Angeles Auto Show , and went on sale beginning in November North American model went on
sale in the first quarter of in limited quantities units in , and includes T5 engine, Active dual
Xenon headlights, rear spoilers, aluminium sport pedals. On 4 October it was announced that
production would cease in , following the termination of the joint venture. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. This article is about the car model. For the molecule with 70 carbon atoms,
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car. Are you an owner? Prospective owner? Get in here and join us! Start a new topic or
comment on an existing thread. XC90 T5, T6, T Volvo , , Forum Discussion and advice for , ,
owners. Volvo Classifieds List Volvos and Volvo parts for sale, want to buy, or for trade. Include
your location! List Volvo events here. Have a hot Volvo? Show it off here. Volvo Car Audio How
to integrate your phone into your Volvo's audio. Which speakers to buy to replace old ones.
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